Whitney Cachets on Un-manned
Satellite Covers by Don Hillger SU 5200 and Garry Toth
The late Robert B. Whitney of
Florida was a prolific manufacturer
of philatelic cachets for space-related
events. Thanks to Eddie Bizub, the
authors of this article were introduced
to Whitney cachets and are now able
to attach his name to a large number
of cachets that were previously not
identified.
As Eddie points out,
Whitney cachets often appear to be
rubber-stamp impressions, but the
consistent horizontal alignment of
the cachets on the envelopes indicates
they were probably printed (some of
the printing is faint at times, which can
lead to the erroneous conclusion that
they were done by rubber stamp).
Nearly all the Whitney cachets were
canceled at Cape Canaveral, Satellite
Beach or Patrick AFB in Florida, with a
mixture of hand and machine cancels.
None of Whitney’s cachets have an
identifying logo or name, so his work
can be recognized only through the
design features he typically employed.
His cachets are not fancy, but are
somewhat detailed and interesting
contributions to space cover philately.
Among the many cachets Whitney
produced, his typical single-color or
less-frequent two-color cachets are
reasonably easy to pick 	
  out once one
has seen a number of his cachets. He
employed a wide range of colors for
the printed part of the cachet: blue,
green, red, black, purple, magenta,
cyan, orange, and brown. Many of his
cachets also include a date and time
rubber stamp specific to the launch
of interest. That date-time stamp is

invariably a different and contrasting
color compared to the main printed
part of the cachet. There is no datetime stamp on event or anniversary
covers, as will be seen in the examples
that follow.
The designs employed by Whitney
often include an image of a launch
rocket and are thus somewhat
generic, other than the text part of
the cachet and the date-time stamp
often employed. A few of his cachets
have an image of the satellite that was
launched, but more often the satellite
is merely named and the launch rocket
and launch pad are noted. A small
number of Whitney’s cachets have a
signature of someone related to the
satellite or program being featured, or
of Whitney himself.

Selected examples of
Whitney cachets
Selected Whitney cachets are shown
below. These covers span the years
1967 to 1990 during which he was
an active cover servicer in Florida.
They also display the wide range of
un-manned satellites with Whitney
cachets. While most are launch covers,
some feature post-launch events, and
others celebrate launch anniversaries.
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   Whitney Biographical notes
The authors have researched and
cachets on un-manned satellite covers,
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of which there are many! Because of
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